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Unite*effort nnnded

to wipe out graffiti
It is encouraging to see that Owen

Sound Mayor Deborah Haswell seems
serious about eradicati.ng the growing
graffiti that is defacing our city.

If it is not addressed soon it will
become a permanent, wide'spread
characteristic of our urban landscape.

This is not a newproblem. Cities
around the world have been strug-
gling with this issue for generations.
Those that are making progress use
very similar techniques :

First, they start by removing all the
existing graffiti in public places. They
workwith private building owners to
do the same thing. This is costly up-
front, but saves money longer-terrir. It
signals that graffiti will not be toler-
ated anywhere in the city..

Once that initiative is taken the
public becomes much more inclined
to report incidences and to take action
to prevent tagging. If the graffiti is left
in place for months or years, as it has
been in this city, urging people to
report this kind of property defacing
seldom works.

Letting graffiti linger leaves resi-
dents with the feeling that it is just
another aspect of urban life that they
can't control. \tVhy report tagging
when it's still all around us?

Second, many cities have designated

walls where talented, and not so tal-
ented taggers, can display their work.
Sorne eftfes havo e'xhibitionswith
awards for the best graffiti art.

It is a creative way of gMng graffiti
"artists" the sense ort"Jogni;iln and
legitimacy that many of them seek.

Third, there will always be those
who are bent on vandalizing property.
In those cases successful cities apply
the full force of the law. Once cities
have cleaned up their graffiti, any fur-
ther defacingis taken very seriously.
Police charges are laid, maximum
penalties are sought in the courts, and
the process gets media coverage.

But none of this works without the
first step.

If the city is serious about solving
this problem it must, along with pri-
vate building owners, begin aggres-
sively removing the existing graffiti.
Only then will this kind of vandalism
become unacceptable to the general
public. Only then will everyone
become fully engaged as partners in
prevention and prosecution.
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